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Abstract-we analyze a covolume method based on the new nonconforming element introduced 
by Douglas et al. [l]. We show the H’ optimal order convergence of the scheme for Stokes problem 
and study the hybrid domain decomposition procedure for this covolume scheme. The numerical 
experiment shows that the covolume scheme is somewhat better than finite element scheme in the 
computation of pressure. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, covolume methods have been adopted as efficient numerical methods to a variety of 
partial differential equations. For example, Nicolaides analyzed a covolume method for div- 
curl system in [2] using a triangular grid for the divergence equation and its dual based on the 
circumcenter for curl. For Stokes problem, Chou [3], Chou and Kwak [4,5] showed optimal H1 
error estimate for triangular and rectangular grids and Kang and Kwak (61 showed O(/L’) error 
estimate for velocity on triangular grids. For mixed method, Russell et al. [7] have shown the 
effectiveness of covolume method and Chou and Kwak also obtained an optimal error estimate. 
Similar results for elliptic problem and linear elasticity problems can be found in [8,9]. 
Covolume methods are similar to finite volume methods in that they use a local volume to pick 
up equations so that local conservation of momentum holds. However, they use finite element 
space as a trial function space in contrast to the FVM which use piecewise constants space. The 
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covolume method consists of primal and dual grids. It uses some finite element space (on primal 
grids) as a trial functions space, while the space of piecewise constants on dual grid is adopted as 
a test space. As it turns out, the resulting method can be interpreted as a Petrov-Galerkin type 
and the equations are perturbations of FEM equations. Thus, the existing analysis for FEM can 
be exploited to show the convergence of the covolume method. 
The purpose of this paper is to devise a covolume method to a new nonconforming rectan- 
gular element introduced by Douglas et al. [l] and apply it to the Stokes problem. This new 
nonconforming element is similar to the nonconforming element introduced by Rannacher and 
Turek [lo], but is different in that it has midpoint continuity as well as mean value continuity. 
This is a useful property for applying the domain decomposition procedure (elementwise). Later, 
in this paper, we consider the hybrid domain decomposition procedure for the Stokes problem 
and show that this procedure converges well. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce covolume method for 
the generalized Stokes problem. In Section 3, we derive some preliminary estimates necessary to 
show convergence of the scheme. In Section 4, error estimation of the covolume method is shown 
by comparing our scheme with finite element scheme in Ill]. In Section 5, the hybrid domain 
decomposition procedure is introduced and its convergence is shown. Finally, we present some 
numerical results in Section 6. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let R be a bounded rectangle domain in 1w 2. Consider the generalized Stokes problem in two 
dimensions for steady flow of a heavily viscous fluid 
cvau-uAu+Vp=f, in !J C R2, 
divu = 0, in 0, (2.1) 
u = 0, on an, 
where ~0 1 0, u > 0. When QO = 0, we have the Stokes problem, and the case of ae # 0 
usually arises as part of the solution process for the Navier-Stokes equation. We shall assume 
v = 1 for simplicity. Let Ho((R) be the space of weakly differentiable functions with zero trace, 
H’(R), i = 1,2 be the usual Sobolev spaces, and L;(n) be the set of all L2 functions over R 
with zero integral mean. In this paper, vectors are always represented by boldfaced letters and 
the domain R is omitted if not confusing. So, u = (~1, ZQ), Hi = HA(Q) = (Hi(R))2, etc. 
The usual weak formulation of (2.1) reads as follows. 
Find a solution (u,p) E H,$ x Li such that 
4UT VI + b(P, v) = (f, VI, Vv E HA, 
b(q, 4 = 0, vq E G, 
a(u, v) = oo(u, v) + (Vu, Vv), Vu,v E HA, 
b(v,q) = -(divv,q), Vv E HA, q E Lg. 
Here, (+, .) is a usual L2 or L2 inner product on s2. 
We assume f E L2(s2). It is well known (see [12]) that there exist a unique solution (u,p) E 
(Hi n H2) x (H’ n L;) of (2.1) and a positive constant Co such that 
Ilull + IPll 5 Cnllfllo, 
where ]].]lrn = ]]*]]~m or ]]-]]~m and ].lrn = ].]~m or ]*]H-. 
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A2 
Figure 1. New quadrilateral element. 
To define finite approximation spaces, we need to partition the domain to be called primal. 
Let I& = UKC be a partition of the domain R into rectangle elements with center C. The nodes 
of an element are defined to be the midpoint of its sides. These points are represented in Figure 
1 as Pi, i = l,..., 4. We shall assume throughout the paper that the primal partition family 
{Rh} is regular. 
The trial function space Hh associated with the approximation of the fluid velocity space HA 
is defined as 
( 
vh : v/,IK E Q:(K), ‘d rectangle K E Rh; 
Hh = vh = 0 at all boundary nodes 
and is continuous at all nodes I7 
where 
Ql(W = { v:~=ibF,&iS& ri ( >> , 
where FK is a unique (up to rotation in the order of the vertices) bilinear map FK : l? -+ K 
and is affine on the edges of fi and or(R) is the collection of functions which have the following 
forms: 
5 4 a+ba:+cy+d s~--~x 
[ 
5 4 -y’+jy 1 
with fi = [-l,l]“. 
This space is obtained from the nonconforming space of Rannacher and Turek [lo] by correcting 
with a fourth-order term so that the nodal values are equal to the mean value along the sides, 
i.e., for 4 E &I(K), 
4(9) = j$ /,4(x) da, i = 1,2,3,4. 
e, 
As for the approximation of pressure space Lh C L;(R), we define it to be the set of all 
piecewise constant function space with respect to the primal partition. 
Then the corresponding nonconforming mixed finite element problem is the following. Find 
(u;,p;) E Hh x Lh such that 
aE(&vh) + bi(vh,&) = (f,vh), 
b;l(U;L, 4h) = 0, 
where 
ai(Uh,Vh) = aO(Uh,Vh) + c (vuh. vVh)K7 
KERI, 
b;(vh,qh) = - 1 (divVh,qh)K, 
KE% 
v’vh ‘5 Hh, 
vqh E Lh, 
\JUh,Vh E Hh, 
vvh E Hh, (?h E Lh. 
(2.2) 
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Here, (., .)K is a usual L2 inner product or L2 inner product on K. On the space Hh, we define 
semi-norm and norm by ]wh(& = CKCR,, (VWh,=h)K, ~b’Q$~ = b’h/i; -i- iwhlq,h. This 
nonconforming mixed finite element problem was analyzed by Cai et al. in [ll]. 
LEMMA 2.1. There exists a positive constant p independent of h such that 
SUP *‘(why qh) > pj/qhII 0. 
WL#O l%ll,h - 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume f E L2 and let (u,p) E (Hi fl H2) x (Lg r? H1) be the solution of (2.1). 
Then problem (2.2) h as a unique solution (uz,pt) E & X Lh and there exists a constant c > 0 
independent h such that 
lb - $Jll,h + IIP - Pi30 I CWl2 + IPIlL (2.3) 
llu - $110 L Ch20u12 + IPIl). (2.4) 
In the mixed finite element formulation, the trial function space and the test function space 
are the same. But, for the covolume formulation, we need another function space based on a 
dual partition of the domain. Now, we construct the dual partition Ri. Divide each rectangle 
of the primal partition into four subtriangles as in Figure 1. The dual grid is defined as a union 
of quadrilaterals, each of which is made up of two subtriangles sharing a common edge. For 
example, in Figure 1, the dual element based at the node PI is made up of the two triangles 
that share the edge AlA as a common base. We do the obvious modification at a boundary 
node. Carrying out the construction for every node in the primal partition, we obtain a dual 
partition for the domain. We denote the dual element based at P as Kj!, and the dual partition 
as R* = UK* h ,,. Define the associated test function space Yh as the space of certain piecewise 
constant vector functions 
Yh = 
{ 
q E (L2(R))2 : qiKF, is a constant vector, 
and q 
K;, 
= 0 on any boundary dual element K> 
> 
Denote by xf the scalar characteristic function associated with the dual element KT,, , j = 
1 , , . . , Nr. Here NI is the number of interior nodes of %$. We see that, for any vh E Yh, 
vh(z) = -&‘h(pj)$b), VXECL 
j=l 
Define 
%(Uh,Vh) = aO(uh,vh) +a;(uh,vh), (2.5) 
where 
and 9 = (%, %). Equation (2.5) is obtained by integrating the second term of (2.1) against 
a test function and then applying the second Green’s identity. Let NR denote the number of 
elements in the primal partition and define 
b,&‘h,ph) := 2vh(fi) ‘J,,, Phnda, 
i=l 
Ch(Uh, qh) := - g qh(Cd /,, divuh dz dg, 
k=l :li 
(f,vh) = gvh(A) ’ s,,, f dzdy’ 
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The covolume scheme of equation (2.1) is: find (uh,ph) E Hh x Lh such that 
ah(UhrVh) + bh(vh,ph) = (f,vh), vvh E yh, 
Ch(Uh,qh) = 0, v/4h E Lh. 
(2.6) 
3. SOME CALCULATIONS AND ESTIMATIONS 
To estimate error of covolume method, we need a one-to-one transfer operator oh from Hh 
onto Yh by 
YhVh(Z) := ~%(j=$$(~). vx E R. 
j=l 
First, we consider only a rectangle element K E ‘IT&. To prove the lemmas in this section, let 
@,c$ E Ql(K) for K, st., I+!J = FK o 4, 1c, = FK o 4, where 
$=a+bi+cfj+d ~?~-;!i~-$~+$j~ 1 , 
4 = a’ + b’i + ~‘6 + d’ k2 _ gz4 _ $2 + 34 1 . 
Because K is rectangle, we can choose FK such that 
where h, and h, are the length of edges of K. By using 
Vq5= (f-g,$) = (; [,+d(2f+t3)] ,$ [c-d(2+")1); 
* 
A4 = $2 + $2 = 4d 
5 Y 
; (2 - 20k2) - $ (2 - 206~)) , 
z Y 
$(P,) = a’ - b’ - id’, $J(&) = a - c’ + id’, 
7j(P3) = a’ + b’ - id’, +(P4) = a’ + c’ + td’, 
and integrations over K, we have the following lemmas. . 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (x,y) = F(?,$), then we have 
A~($J - Yh?,!J) dx dy = -; dd’h,h, 
[ 1 $ + $ . z Y 
LEMMA 3.2. We have 
s K Vq5~V$dxdy=4hzh,(bb$+cc’~+~dd’(~+~)), 
LEMMA 3.3. We have 
qh,b dx dy = h, h, aa’ + 5 (bb’ + cc’) + - 184 dd’ 
2835 1 , and 
J K &fh?#!J dx dy = h,h, aa’ + $bb’ + cc’) + $ dd’ 1 . 
Define the following bilinear forms: 
AS(zh,wh) := ‘-+h,%Wh), vzh,w/~ E Hh, 
A(%,wh) := (%?‘hwh) + AS(%,w), vzh,wh E Hh. 
The following lemma about converting the line integral from dual to primal elements will be 
used often throughout the article. 
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LEMMA 3.4. For each element K in the primal partition, divide K into four subtriangles as 
shown in Figure 1. Let g be a continuous function in the interior of each of these subtriangles. 
Then 
Nr n 4 
g(x)dC’= c IK = c CIA*, 
KERI, KER,, s=l 
where NI is the number of nodes in %!h and 
IA, = 
s 
&I da + 
AlC.44 s 
g(z) da + 
Azc-41 s 
g(x) da + 
AsCAz s 
dxc) da 
A4C.h 
4 
= 
CJ 
g(x) da. 
j=l AjC+CAj-1 
Here and below, we adopt the convention Aj+4 = Aj, j = 1,2,3,4 when the subindex is out of 
bound. 
PROOF. The proof is straightforward. 
we next show that AS(zh,Wh) is symmetric and it differs from xKER,,(Vzh, vWh)K only by 
a perturbation term. 
LEMMA 3.5. We have 
A%h, Wh) = AS(wh, zh) = c (VW, vwh)K + Q(Zh, Wh), 
KG% 
(3.1) 
where 
Q(Zh,Wh) := -g c h,h, 
K, ERJL 
($+j$zh)*d(wh), vZh,WhEHh, 
where d(zh) and d(wh) are the coefficients of [ = t o Fil of zh and wh on K and t(?,?j) = 
f2 - (5/3)?4 - $2 + (5/3)$4. 
PROOF. By Lemma 3.4 with g = -wh(pi). %, we have 
AS(Zh, Wh) = d+h,Thwh) = - 5 wh(fi) ’ 
i=l s =G, 
= - 2 2 wh(ps) ’ s, C+CA,_I 2 da 
j=l s=l 
= -F $&(p_&/,I, zdo 
j=l s=l 
By the definition of Th and integration by part on each K, we have 
-/hwh ’ AZ/, dx dy 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
=- Azh . -fhwh dx dy. 
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For 4, we have by the integration by part on each Kj and by the constancy of $$ on A,-lAs, 
s = 1,2,3,4, 
Azh.whdxdy+ VW,, . Vzh dx dy 1 
(3.4) 
From (3.2)-(3.4), we have 
AS(%wh) = 2 /- vwh . vzh da: dy + Q(Zh, Wh), 
j=~ KJ 
where Q(zh, wh) = c,“=: SK, Azh. (Wh -Yhwh) dx dy. From Lemma 3.1, we have this lemma. 1 
LEMMA 3.6. The bilinear form A is bounded: there exists a positive constant C independent 
of h such that 
A(ZhyWh) 5 CIiZhiil,hllWh\ll,hr VZhWh E Hh. 
PROOF. Since 
AS(zh, wh) 5 AS(Zh,Zh)1’2AS(Wh, Wh)1’2, 
to show the boundedness of A it suffices to prove AS(zh,zh) 5 Clzhl~,,. In view of (3.1), we 
shall show that 
iQ(Zh, %)I 5 ~Izht,h~ (3.5) 
From the Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we have 
IS A$($ - '-Yh4) da: dy I C I J V$. Vddxdy, K K 
for all 4 E Ql(K). Summing over all K E Rh, we obtain (3.5) and, hence, 
AS(zh, zh) 5 cIzhl;,h. I 
We shall also need a particular bound for the perturbation term Q. Let us further divide each 
rectangle {K} E Rh into two triangles (T+, T-) by connecting the diagonal (A2A4) with positive 
slope. Call the resulting triangulation 7,. For T E $, let s(T) denote the space of all linear 
polynomials defined on T, and let 
sh := {vh E H;(R) : vhl~ E P;(T), VT E ;Th}. 
Recall 
Q(zh, Wh) := -g c h h KER,, I y ($ + $)d(zhbd(wh). V’ZhrWh E Hh, 
=-$&,hzh, ($+$)d(““)-d(wh), vzh,WhEHh. 
By extending the definition of Q to Hh + sh, we have the following estimate. 
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LEMMA 3.7. There exists a constant C independent of h such that 
PROOF. Observe that 
IQ(zh - vh, wh)i < I&( zh - Vhr zh - Vh)11’21Q(WhrWh)11’2. (3.6) 
From Lemma 3.2 and the definition of Q, we know that 
iQ(th,th)l 5 C(th(:,h, tlth E Hh + sh. 
In the above, substituting zh - vh and Wh for th, we have this lemma with (3.6). I 
LEMMA 3.8. The bilinear form A is coercive: there exists a positive constant C independent of h 
such that 
cjIwhl/f,h 5 A(Wh,Wh), kfwh EHh. (3.7) 
PROOF. From the Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we have 
I 04. Vi$dxdy i- K s fW(4 - ‘Yh@) dxdy 
= 4h,h, 
( 
$b2+$c2:;(&+$) d2) 
2 
,E 
I -37 K 
Vq5, V+dxdy 
for each K E Rh and C#J E Ql(K). By summing all K E Rh, 
AS(Wh, Wh) 2 $&‘h, vwh) (3.8) 
Also, from Lemma 3.3 and summing all K E Rh, we have 
(Whr -i’hwh) > +$wh, wh). 
From (3.8) and (3.9), we have (3.7). 
LEMMA 3.9. There exists a positive constant Co independent of h such that 
(3.9) 
I 
k-fhwh - wh(iO < Cohb’hll,hr vwh E Hh. 
PROOF. Since Wh = yhwh, if Wh is a constant in A, E K E Rh, by the Bramble-Hilbert lemma, 
we have 
s 
(wh - yhwh)2 dx 5 Cf+‘&,a,. 
Ai 
By summation for all Ai E K E %&, we have this lemma. I 
4. ERROR ESTIMATE OF COVOLUME METHOD 
Now we are in a position of proving error estimate of covolume method in the frame of saddle- 
point problem by comparing with the nonconforming mixed finite element method analyzed 
in [ll]. 
Covolume Method 
LEMMA 4.1. We have 
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GbJh7 Qh) = HYhWh, Qh) = C(Wh, 4h), vwh E Hhr qh E Lh. (4.1) 
PROOF. By Lemma 3.4, we have 
b(-fhwhr !?h) = E I&, 
j=1 
where 
IK, = Wh(Pl). s qhndo + Wh(p2) + J w do At C+C& AzC+CAs 
+ wh(p3) ’ 
s 
qhn do + wh(p4) . J qhn dc. ABC+CAI A~C+CAI 
Applying the divergence theorem on each dotted subtriangle of Kj, we have 
wh(ps) . w, do. 
By using the fact Qh is a constant in Kj and Wh(ps) = ~/(IA,A,+I~) SA,wA,+l Wh da and applying 
the divergence theorem on K,, we have 
IK, = - 5 s Wh’nqhdcl = - s Wh.llqhdC = - s=l .&&+I aK, s div Whqh dx dy. K3 
Summing over Kj, we obtain (4.1). I 
By Lemma 4.1, the approximation problem (2.6) becomes: find (uh, qh) E I& x Lh such that 
A(‘%,%) + b;(Wh,Ph) = (f,YhWh), vwh E Hh, 
b;(Uh, qh) = 0, vqh e Lh. 
(4.2) 
Then the error estimate of this covolume scheme can be carried out by comparing (4.2) with (2.2) 
to yield the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let the triangular partition family Rh of the domain R be regular, let (uh, ph) be 
the solution of problem (2.6), and (u, p) of problem (2.1). Then there exists a positive constant C 
independent of h such that 
lb - Uhiil,h + iiP -Phil0 5 CW4lz + liPill + 11, 
provided that u E Hi(R) n H2(s2), p E H’(O). 
PROOF. By a standard existence and uniqueness theorem on saddle point problems, Lemmas 3.6, 
3.8, 4.1, and 2.1 guarantee the existence and uniqueness of the solution (Uh,ph). Subtracting (2.2) 
and (2.6) gives 
b;(Uh - u;, qh) = 0, vqh E Lh, (4.3) 
and, for all wh E Hh, 
(v(uh - ‘=;), vwh) + Q(Uh, Wh) + QO(Uh, ?‘hwh) 
--cyO(u;LL, wh) + b;L(Whr ph - P;l) = (f, -YhWh - wh). 
(4.4) 
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Define 
eh := uh - ui. 
Replace the wh in (4.4) with eh and use (4.3), Lemma 3.5 to obtain 
A(%%) = (f,yheh - eh) + (YO(UL% - yheh) + Q(u;,eh). 
From Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 and ]]ui]]c I M, we obtain 
lehfh 5 IlfllOcOhfehll,h + CO~O~+hll,h + IQM+vdl~ 
It remains to bound Q(u;l, eh). Let zh be a piecewise linear function such that 
Qb% wh) = 0, v)wh E H/, 
and ]U-zh]l,h 5 Csh]]+. Such a function can be found by choosing the continuous interpolation 
of u that is in Sh. Using this, (2.3), and Lemma 3.7, 
]Q(&eh)] = I&( U; - Zh,eh)l 5 clu; - Zhll,hiehll,h 
5 C{]u; - +,h + IU - %ll,h)lehll,h 5 ‘%hlehll,h. (4.5) 
Hence, 
bhll,h 5 Ch, (4.6) 
where C depends on f, u, but not on h. Combining (4.6) and (2.3) and using the triangle 
inequality gives 
]u - Uhll,h 5 Ch(llull2 + lIPIll + 1). 
We can use Lemmas 2.1 and 3.6 and equations (4.4) and (4.6) to obtain 
b%‘h - dll0 5 w, $EH, bjl(Whrph - P;l) 
IwhlLh 
< sup 
-A(% wh) 
- 
wr.#OeH~, IWh]l,h 
sup 
<: h+ 
(f, ‘YhWh - wh) + aO(U;, wh - ^Ihwh) 
w,#‘XHI, lwhll,h 
+ sup IQ~~zi~)l “‘7’ 
w#WH/, 
I’( ‘&wh)l - 1 
b’hll,h * 
The second term on the right in (4.7) can be estimated by the type of arguments in deriving (4.5) 
and by (4.7). Thus, we obtain 
11% - P;llo < ~244~2 + llPl/l + 1). 
An application of the triangle inequality then proves (4.1). I 
5. THE DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION PROCEDURE 
In this section, we consider the hybrid domain decomposition scheme for solving the covolume 
scheme of the Stokes problem. We follow the argument in [l] and apply to the covolume scheme 
of the Stokes problem. 
We number the primal elements by Kj. Then we know that R = UKj and Kj E Rh for all j. 
Let 
ri = 8RnBKj, rjk = rkj = 6’Kj f-l aKk, 
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and denote the center of I’j and rkj by Pj and Pkj, respectively. Also, let njk be the outward 
normal vector on rjk C Kj. 
First note that 2 is constant on rjk for any 4 E Ql(Kj). Thus, it is reasonable to define 
a hybridization of (2.6) by associating a space of Lagrange multipliers & E Ah associated with 
$$$ on rjk. Also, localize the nonconforming Galerkin space Hh by removing the midpoint 
continuity constraints on the interface between elements 
Hi = {c E (L2(R))2 : flak E QT (Kj) 3 S(r, = 0} . 
The following lemma is immediate. 
LEMMA 5.1. If +.h E Hh , then +h E Hh if and only if 
cj(pjk) = ck(Pjk)r 
where cj = Gh 1 K, . 
Consider decomposing the solution of (2.1) into the solution of the local problems 
oeuj - UAuj + VP, = f, x E K3, 
div uj = 0, x E Kj, 
Uj = 0, X E ITj, 
subject to the natural consistency conditions 
(5.1) 
auj auk = o - - 
dnjk + dnk, ’ 
on rJk, 
(5.2) 
where njk denotes the unit outward normal to rJk directed toward Kk. 
By multiplying v E (J~~(K;,))~ in the first equation and q E (L2(Kj))2 in the second equation 
and integrating and using Green’s Theorem on Ai = Kj n K& for the second term and K;, for 
the third term formally, we have 
QO J ujvdx-v J au. Avda+v A, aA, an J Vuj . VV dx A, 
_ J pjdivv dx + f .vdx, A, J, (aq, )rlK, p,v . ndo = J on A,, A, 
J div ujq dx = 0, on Kj. Kj 
Here, we consider the local test function space 
Yh = w E (Lz(R))2 : 
{ 
W/A, is a constant vector and wlr,, = 0 
> 
. 
(5.3) 
Restriction v by v E Yh and q by q E Lh in (5.3), we can state a weak formulation of (5.1) as 
follows: find Uj E H’ (Kj )) j = 1, . . . , NR such that 
QO J ujvdx-v J !?!!iv,o_v au, A, (aK;>,)nK, an J -vdu r,L anjk 
+ (aK;,,)nK, J p,vnda = J fv dx, on Ai c K3, A, 
divujqdx = 0. 
(5.4) 
Equation (5.4) is well defined because, if rJk is boundary of R, the vlrJl = 0. 
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Next we will define a discretized problem of (5.4). For that purpose, let Jh 
internal interfaces rjk and introduce a new set Ah Of Lagrange multipliers 
the flux -2 on Pjk as follows 
denote the set of all 
xjl, associated with 
Here, we wish to distinguish between njk and nkj; we define two Lagrange multipliers on the 
point set rjk = rkj independently and do not impose the constraint x.jl, + xkj = 0. 
From (5.4) and (5.2), the hybridzation nonconforming covolume scheme of (2.1) is: find 
(&,.&,j&) E Hh X Ah X Lh such that 
+F -L’ ( J svhdo+/ 8K;, dn &VhXldO = ) J fvh dx, vvh E Y;, i=l aK& A, 
tiheh do = 0, veh E & (5.5) 
div iihqh dx = 0, v’9h c Lh. 
For the error estimate, we need another one-to-one transfer operator Th from H; onto Y; by 
Thqh := C c cj(Pi)XA, (x), VXER. 
j=l i=l 
We easily know that YhlH,, = Th. 
The following lemmas are easily proved by the equivalence of aS(., .) and a” (., .) arguing simi- 
larly as in [l]. 
LEMMA 5.2. Problem (5.5) has a unique solution. Moreover, (ch,&) is a solution of (2.G) and 
the same error estimates as in Theorem (4.2) hold. 
To define a domain decomposition procedure, we will impose the equivalent Robin transmission 
conditions 
auj auk 
- +puj = -- 
anjk ankj 
+ bk, rjk c alcj, 
auk 
-+pUk=-2 
ankj 
+ PUj, rjk c 8% i.e., 
Jk 
xjl, - @Uj = -xkj - PUk, rjk, 
with /3 being a positive constant, instead of requiring (5.2). 
To use argumented Langrange method, we define a functional space Li which contain L,, by 
The domain-decomposition iterative procedure for the hybridized nonconforming covolume 
method is defined in the following manner. Let 
(u~,x~k,p~) E Hi X Ajk X Lit 
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be given for all j and k. Then, compute (I.$‘, Xy,_,py) E Hi x hjk x L;1 as the solution of the 
equation 
QIO J au? Lvida+u Ai u;vi dx - u J aK;;:,nKi an J Pu~vi da 
= J 
(5.6) 
fvidx-v 
Ai 
X2;' - pU;-') vi du - j;I:, py-‘vindu, 
xyk ’ -x~~” + p (uy(Pjk) - u;-l(pjk)) , (5.7) 
J pyqj dx = K3 J K3 pymn-lqj dx - 6 K, (divu; +divuy-‘) qj dz, J (5.8) I 
for all j, k, and Ai C Kj. Since qj is a constant, we can rewrite (5.8) as 
a pj” = py-’ - - 
SK. dx J K 
div I$’ dx. 
3 J 
(5.9) 
THEOREM 5.3. (u;, X;,p;t) converges to (I&, &,&). 
PROOF. Substituting (5.7) into (5.6) leads to the equation, for all vi E Yi = Y; Ia,, Ai c Kj, 
J J au? 00 A, u;vi dx - u Lvidu+v (dKiai)nKj an J r,l A:,& da 
+ (aK;,)nK, J p,“vindu = J fvi dx. A, 
Then, note that (a,, &,$h) satisfies the local equation 
QO J tijvi dx - v J ?!iv. do 4 (aKq)nK, an ’ 
+U 
J 
AjkVi du + 
J 
$jv,ndu = 
J 
fvi dx, 
rjk (aKFi)nKj Ai 
xjk = -Akj + P (fij(Pjk) - Gk(pjk)) , 
(5.11) 
$j = @j - JKtadx 
J 
Kj divi& dx, 
because kjk = -ikj, Gj(Pjk) - fik(Pjk), cy/l sKj diviijqj dx = 0 for all qj E Lh, and qj is a 
constant. 
Set 
ey = Uy - Uj, /hyk = xyk - ijkr ry ~py-$~. 
Then, (5.6)-(5.11) imply the error equations 
QO J de? Lvidu+u A, eyvi dx - u J , pKg.pj an J rjk ,.‘jLkvi da + J (aK& )nK, ryvin da = 0, 
pyk = -_c1zt-l + P (ey(Pjk) - e;-l(Pjk)) , (5.12) 
r? = rjn-’ -- 3 sKKJfds (J KJ div (ey + e,“-‘) dx . 
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The choice Vj = j’hey in the first equation of (5.12) gives 
which leads to the useful relations 
*2P 
4 
y QO 
[J Kj 
ej"yhej" dx - v c 
i=l (ElK;:)nKj anyhe,” da J 
de? _ 1 
(5.13) 
with lI(SKj dx) .fKj s,, d iv ej” dxry dx = sKj div ejnrjn dx = - cf=, .f(aKi:)nKj ryyhe: du. 
Set 
RzR(eh,ph,rh)= c ~j!~j*+~e;(P,k))2du+~~ JK,(‘j - &Jx 
rjkEb, 3 3 3 
divejdg2 dx’ 
Then, from (5.12) and (5.13), we see that 
+g!J J (t+y+&kjdiveYdx)2dx 
j=l Kj 3 
= c ljk ($cl + pe7-l (pjk))' da 
rjbEIh 
+$g JK, (r;-l-” J dive~-‘dx)ldi 
I 2 SK, dx K> 
4 
ej”$ej” dX - V c 
J 
de? 
Ahejndu . 
+l (aKF,)nKj dn I 
Since Rn is decreasing sequence nonnegative numbers because Lemma 3.8, 
and a rather weak convergence theorem can be proved for the iteration. 
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Table 1. (YO = 0.0. 
Covolume Method FEM Covolume Method FEM 
h 6 T1 4 I-1 L;(h) TP L;(h) rp 
1 
Is 0.845204 0.660083 0.503660 0.442094 
1 z 0.438476 1.9276 0.334714 1.9721 0.167420 3.0084 0.197405 2.2395 
1 64 0.221867 1.9763 0.168066 1.9916 0.059693 2.8047 0.094342 2.0924 
1 - 0.111346 1.9926 0.084138 1.9975 0.024509 2.4356 0.046460 2.0306 
128 
Table 2. (~0 = 10.0 
Table 3. (~0 = 100.0. 
Covolume Method FEM Covolume Method FEM 1 
6. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
For the numerical verification of our theory, we have chosen one of the usual artificial test 
problems which are taken from [lo] on the unit square, n = (0,l) x (0, l), with the exact solution 
~r(~r,zz) = -256~& - 1)222(z2 - 1)(2x2 - I), 
U2(21,372) = -N(~2,3h), 
~(Zl.P2)=~+1-;) (x2-$ 
We compare the results of the nonconforming covolume method with the mixed nonconforming 
finite element method in [ll]. Because the energy norms of the two method are different, we also 
calculate the error a;L(ui - IIhu,ut - IIhu)‘i2 for the nonconforming covolume method. In 
Tables 1-3, we consider the cases of various era when h = h, = h, and denote the error in energy 
norm ai = a;l(ui - l&u,uL - IIhu) ‘I2 Also, we consider the error L2 norm for pressure, i.e., . 
]]~h - p]]c which is denoted by L;(h). To get the ratio on convergence, we calculate the ratio of 
1’1 = cjtk_l /cr;tk and rP = Lg(hk_;)/LE(hk). 
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Tables l-3 show that the covolume method is better than the nonconforming FEM for the 
approximation of the pressure. 
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